2020 Hubertus
Competition Rules
General Information
Location: Schützenverein St. Louis Schützenhall, located at 51A Chesterfield Mall, Chesterfield,
Missouri.
Start Time: Sign-ups begin before 9:00 AM with the First Relay starting at 9:00 AM. Host team
may begin earlier so they can assist in hosting the match.
Brunch: Brunch will be served starting around 10:00 AM.
Safety and proper conduct on the firing line are critical and will be respected by all attendees.
The competition consists of three events:
• 10 meter air-pistol TWO 5-SHOT ROUNDS
• 10 meter air-rifle (ohne Auflage) FOUR 5-SHOT ROUNDS
• 10 meter air-rifle (mit Auflage) FOUR 5-SHOT ROUNDS
Rifle competitors shall fire a total of 20 shots in each event. Pistol competitors shall fire a total of 10
shots.
The minimum age for the “10 meter air-rifle (mit Auflage)” is 55 years.
There will be an unlimited number of individual shooters. Shooters do not need to register prior to
the beginning of the competition, but a list submitted ahead of time for those shooting in each
category, and a list of those sharing rifles/pistols would be helpful. A competitor may shoot in more
than 1 category.
Each team will consist of 12 shooters with 4 shooters in each of the 3 events. The team will be
composed of the 4 highest scoring individual shooters in each event.
There is a Novice Shoot that is open to the spouses and guests of participants that will consist of
TWO – 5 shot rounds with a supported rifle at 10-meters. This event is open to non-members only
and will be scheduled at the end of the competition. Awards will be presented to the top 3 Novice
scores.
The judgment of the Schießwart in all matters is final.

Shooting Rules
All targets are assigned, set, and retrieved by the Schießwart and designated runners.
Shooters must remain on the firing line. The targets are set up and retrieved for them by the runners.
Targets and pellets are provided by Schützenverein St. Louis. Shooters may use their own pellets,
provided they are 0.177 caliber.
Gun stocks shall be without attached extensions, supports, or palm rests. Pistols shall be aimed and
fired with one hand only.
Shooters have the option of shooting a 5-shot practice round prior to their first scoring round.
Shooters may load and begin firing only after the Schießwart gives the order.
Shooters have 5 minutes to complete a 5-shot round for all pistol and rifle events.
When shooters complete their 5 shots, shooters will lay their weapon down, with actions open, and
remain at their station until directed by the Schießwart.
When all shooters on the firing line have completed their round, or if the 5-minute time limit is up,
the Schießwart will give the order to cease-fire.
Scoring
Should a team have fewer than 4 participants in any event, the lowest individual score which is
counted for any team in that event will be counted in their team score.
We shall soon determine whether tie breaking will be done by counting the number of X’s (pistol
only), then 10’s, 9’s, and so on, OR, by using the total score as determined by the Orion system.
The top 3 individual scores in each category are awarded a prize. The highest aggregate team score
determines the winning team.

